Release Notes for 4/6/2015 WISEid Production Release (WISEid Core Apps Sprint 81)
Feature Title

Notes

STAFF: BUG - Missing Working LEA (upload and UI)

Fixed Fault status when uploading 00
or null Assignment Working LEA. Now
system just blocks the records as an
error.

STAFF: Limit Historical Contract & Assignment
Download to last year only

We were putting 4 years worth of
Assignment Contract and
Assignments in the Historical
downloads. This has been changed
to only last years records.

STAFF: Bug CESA Historical Assignments & Contracts
fails

Historical Assignments and Contract
download wasn’t working for CESAs.
This has been resolved.

STAFF: Bug - Validation Screen not completely clearing
when records are cleared

Fixed the removal of all validation
message that do no longer apply.

STAFF: SQL job to Populate missing Entity ID from ELO
data when exact matches

Created a nightly job that populates
ELO Entity IDs in WISEid when there
is one exact legal name match
between names and birthdates.

WISEid: Bug Fix Production search service indexing
issues and performance

Improvements with the WISEid search
service

STAFF: Bug - Provide error message when Entity ID is
incorrectly formatted

Resolved where Entity ID error
messages were not being correctly
generated.

STAFF: Created SQL Job to Update Staff Legacy DB with
WISEids every 4 hours

Created a job update Historical data to
reflect WISEid matches assigned by
DPI.

STAFF: Emergency User Story - 53-0002 and 53-0003
Bilingual question should not appear.

Changes to error messaging from
TEPDL to assignments 53002 and
53003.

STAFF: Add Validation for assignments that require
Entity ID

Added validation messages when a
staff person has an assignment

requiring a license and they do not
have an ELO Entity ID populated in
WISEid.
WISEid: School Field Needed to complete decode for
Act As and Working Agencies

Special school coding needed for
WCBV, DPI and WSD.

STAFF: Validation- Working School - 2r Charters UI
improvements

Changes for working school for 2r
Charters schools

STAFF: Bug Highest Degree upload of 00 should be
converted to null

There was a bug preventing uploads
for Contracts when the Highest
Degree was 00. We now convert 00
to null during the upload.

STAFF: Bug Local and Total Experience should be
converted during upload

We were supposed to be dividing
Contract Local and Total Experience
by 10 when uploaded. We also
inserted error logic to make sure that
only whole or half years were allowed
in the pload.

WISeid: For the Person Search function, Add Entity ID

Added ability to search by Entity ID in
the Person Search. Also, displays in
Person Search results.

WISEid: BUG - Fix Error Review page performance
issues and timeouts

Fixed Results Errors timing out when
clicked on error number..

WISEid: Historical Person Download make copy with
only records missing WISEids

Created a new Historical Person
Download that targets only records
missing WISEid matches.

STAFF: Emergency User Story - 99-9093 assignment
added - Need to review application Dynamic Questions
and Validation

Added a new assignment 999093
and validation rules.

STAFF: Bug Fix Dynamic Questions after position/area
table refresh

Needed to update Assignment
dynamic question logic for changes in
Assignment codes.

STAFF: Bug fix Assignment UI Save button

Assignment UI Save button wasn’t
updating validation messages. This
has been fixed so validation reruns
when Save button is clicked.

WISEid: Bug: Resolve Duplicate does not remove
inactive person from search

The inactive WISEid record that was
merged into an active WISEid record
was showing up in the search results.
We have fixed the system so it instead
shows the active record when you
search on the inactive WISEid.

STAFF: Bug Historic Person Download - remove
duplicate records

Merged WISEid records were creating
duplicate records in the Historic
Person Download. This caused errors
in the Historic person upload until the
duplicate records were removed from
the upload. We have fixed the
download to not have the duplicate
records.

